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Abstract. It is essential for public monitoring and security to detect
violent behavior in surveillance videos. However, it requires con-
stant human observation and attention, which is a challenging task.
Autonomous detection of violent activities is essential for continuous,
uninterrupted video surveillance systems. This paper proposed a novel
method to detect violent activities in videos, using fused spatial fea-
ture maps, based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) units. The spatial features are extracted
through CNN, and multi-level spatial features fusion method is used to
combine the spatial features maps from two equally spaced sequential
input video frames to incorporate motion characteristics. The additional
residual layer blocks are used to further learn these fused spatial features
to increase the classification accuracy of the network. The combined spa-
tial features of input frames are then fed to LSTM units to learn the
global temporal information. The output of this network classifies the
violent or non-violent category present in the input video frame. Exper-
imental results on three different standard benchmark datasets: Hockey
Fight, Crowd Violence and BEHAVE show that the proposed algorithm
provides better ability to recognize violent actions in different scenarios
and results in improved performance compared to the state-of-the-art
methods. AQ1

Keywords: Violence detection · CNN · LSTM · Autonomous video ·
Surveillance spatiotemporal features

1 Introduction

The use of surveillance cameras is essential nowadays, as the rate of public vio-
lence has increased in the recent era. To make cities safe from undesirable events,
it is important to continuously monitor for detrimental events before subsequent
c© Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2019
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2 M. Asad et al.

disorder, as violent behavior or criminal activity may occur. As the probability
of occurrence of these types of events is diminutive and manually identifying
abnormal behavior is a difficult task. Observing the surveillance footage requires
constant attention and human resources, so it is a primarily infeasible and tire-
some task for a human to monitor a surveillance video uninterruptedly. It is
necessary to have a system that can monitor a video feed incessantly and has
the ability to automatically detect violent activities without the supervision of a
human. Violent behavior detection relies on techniques that are used in related
fields of computer vision for action recognition, object detection, tracking, and
video classification [8,29]. Compared to action recognition and other computer
vision applications, there is not much work for violence detection. There are dif-
ficulties in detecting the violent action of a person. For example, some actions
may look aggressive or violent, but they may actually be normal. Detection of
abnormal behavior is somewhat of a subjective nature, so it may somehow be
misclassified. The CCTV cameras, through which the surveillance videos are
acquired, are mostly of low resolution and occasionally miss the minor details
that might be useful for detecting a particular action. There are some methods
such as [3,4,27] which used both the visual and audio features for detection
of violent actions. However, most of the CCTV surveillance cameras have only
visual information and do not include any audio information, although the lat-
ter might be valuable for identifying a specific action related to violence. The
presented work in this paper uses only visual features for detection of violent
behavior.

Most of the existing techniques, for action recognition, used handcrafted
based features, which takes a considerable amount of computational resources
and are application specific, so they are not generalized to work on different
datasets. The rapid progress in deep learning has also helped to achieve many
tasks related to computer vision, such as image classification and object detec-
tion [22], video classification [21] action recognition [32] and image fusion [28]
etc. A deep-learning architecture can well extract features on unseen data. Fur-
thermore, it does not need a complex prior pre-processing on the data. Contrary
to hand-crafted features, a deep-learning architecture can learn features in the
form of raw-pixels, so it can be applied to various other related tasks without
too much altering the architecture.

In this paper, we proposed a novel end-to-end trainable architecture to learn
both spatial and temporal features to efficiently detect violent behavior in videos.
Our contributions are as follow:

• Instead of using optical flow as motion characteristics, the proposed method
used multi-level spatial feature fusion of two sequential frames to incorporate
motion information.

• Additional residual layer blocks are added to the pre-trained CNN to learn
multi-level fused spatial feature maps that generate a combined feature vector
of two sequential frames which incorporates both local and global motion
patterns.
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Feature Fusion Based Deep Spatiotemporal Model 3

The remaining organization of the paper is in following order. Section 2 dis-
cusses the related work in the field. Section 3 explains the proposed architecture
and implementation details. Section 4 describes the experimental details and a
comparison of the proposed scheme with the existing methods. The conclusion
of the paper is presented in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Many methods for violence detection have been proposed using visual features
[8,29] audio features [14], or both audio and visual features [3,4,15]. As most of
the surveillance videos do not have audio information, so our work in this paper
considers only the visual features. The existing violence detection architectures
can be grouped into two categories: the first ones using handcrafted based fea-
tures and the latter ones using features learned by an end-to-end deep-learning
based model. Before the deep-learning era, most state-of-the-art approaches were
based on handcrafted features, which were extracted manually, and used a learn-
ing model to learn local features, where the outliers are considered as abnormal
events. Local features were first introduced for action recognition and most of the
techniques were based on these features, including Space-Time Interest Points
(STIP) [23], Histogram of Oriented Flows (HOFs) [7], Histogram of Oriented
Gradient (HOGs) [6], Bag of Words(BoW) [5] and Motion Scale-Invariant Fea-
ture Transform (MoSIFT) [2]. Bermejo et al. [29] proposed a method for detect-
ing violent behavior by combining the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
and MoSIFT feature descriptors with (BoW) features. In [9] de Souza et al. com-
pared both (SIFT) [24] and STIP features and presented that having both spa-
tial and temporal features increase the accuracy compared with the approaches
using only scale-invariant features. In [18] Hassner et al. introduced a new feature
descriptor named Violent Flow (ViF) to classify violent and non-violent videos.
To learn the feature descriptor this technique used a simple liner Support Vector
Machine (SVM). Datta et al. in [8] used a trajectory-based method to extract
motion information and the directions of moving of human limbs to detect violent
activities. Several other techniques also used similar motion patterns to extract
the spatiotemporal features. Xu et al. in [38] proposed a method using sparse
coding by combining the MoSIFT and (BoW) descriptors for feature extraction
and used kernel density estimation for selecting low noise features.

Recently, with the development of deep-learning architectures particularly
for image classification, a convolutional neural network (CNN) can effectively
learn spatial features from images [22]. Following the exceptional capability
of CNN for extracting both high-level and low-level image features, Karpahty
et al. [21] proposed a method for action recognition by exploiting CNNs to
learn spatiotemporal features from videos using the fusion information of multi-
ple frames across time. Simonyan and Zisserman [32] used two separate CNNs,
one for learning spatial features and the other for learning temporal features.
They used optical flow frames as input and used an SVM for classification
by combining the scores from the two networks. Following the work of [21],
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4 M. Asad et al.

Fig. 1. The architecture of propose violence detection network. The models take two
sequential input frames from the video and combine the low and high-level features
maps of both frames whereas the additional residual layers are used to learn these
fused features of two frames, then the LSTM units learn the temporal patterns in the
sequence of two frames to effectively classify the violent actions.

Tran et al. proposed a 3D convolutional network to learn both spatial and tem-
poral information from a video volume but they were unable to learn long tempo-
ral dependencies. Donahue et al. [11] provided a full end-to-end trainable model
in the form of a Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Network (LRCN), which
combined CNN and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and used Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) for temporal feature learning at the end of convolution
blocks. Similar to this technique Xinjian et al. [36] proposed a convLSTM archi-
tecture for precipitation nowcast by replacing the Fully Connected (FC) layer
of the convolutional network with both FC layers and LSTMs or (FC-LSTM).
In [25] Medel and Savakis used convLSTMs for the purpose of detecting anoma-
lies in videos. Recently Sultani et al. [35] used a 3D-CNN to extract features
from videos, labeled them as positive and negative bags and then incorporated
multiple instance rankings to classify videos into abnormal or normal events. In
[34], Sudhakaran and Lanz use LSTM along with CNN for detection of violent
actions. Similarly, Hanson et al. [17] used bi-directional LSTM instead of simple
LSTMs for the same purpose while giving good results.

Based on these above-discussed techniques, this proposed work exploits fusion
of spatial feature maps from different layers of CNNs along with LSTM network
to efficiently detect violent actions in videos at the frame level. Our method
has an ability to run on variable length videos resulting in improved accuracy
compared to the existing methods.
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Feature Fusion Based Deep Spatiotemporal Model 5

3 Proposed Network Architecture

This paper proposes a novel method to detect violent activities in videos using
an end-to-end trainable model as shown in Fig. 1, which uses a combination of
convolutional neural networks, residual layer blocks and long short-term memory
(LSTM) network to learn both spatial and temporal features from the sequence
of input frames to classify the videos into violent or non-violent categories. The
spatial features from two convective frames are combined using the fusion of low
and high-level feature maps to incorporate motion characteristics in the spatial
features whereas the LSTM units are used to learn the temporal dependencies
between the sequential frames.

3.1 Spatial Feature Learning Through Fusion

In order to extract spatial feature maps from the input video frames, the network
takes advantage of transfer learning by using pre-trained VGG-16 [33] network
on ImageNet datasets which extracts both low-level and high-level feature maps
from input frames. To learn the local and global motion patterns, it is important
to include, change of motion information across multiple frames, in this paper
instead of using optical flow as motion feature which is computationally complex
and results in slow training, spatial feature fusion of sequential video frames is
used to assimilate the motion information. The two sequential video frames are
used as input to the network. In order to incorporate local motion patterns the
low-level features of the frame at time t are combined with low-level features
of the frame at time t + 1. Similarly, for global motion changes, the high-level
features of frame t are combined with the high-level features of the frame at time
t + 1. Where t is the current timestamp of the input video frame.

Let FL(t), FL(t+1) ∈ Rh×w×d denote the low-level feature maps of frames
at time t and t + 1 and FH(t), FH(t+1) ∈ Rh×w×d represents high-level feature
maps of frames at time t and t+1 respectively. Where h, w represents the height
and width, and d is the channel depth. The low-level feature concatenation is
described by the Eq. (1) whereas high-level features are concatenated by using
Eq. (2)

CL = FL(t) + FL(t+1) (1)

CH = FH(t) + FH(t+1) (2)

Here CL and CH represents the combined low-level and high-level features of
two sequential input frames, respectively. To further improve the classification
accuracy and to add more depth to the network, the fully connected layers of
the pre-trained network are replaced by residual layer blocks [19] which are used
to learn the fused low-level (CL) and high-level (CH) features maps. Separate
residual layer blocks are incorporated to learn CL and CH as shown in Fig. 1.
The output from each residual layer block can be represented by Eqs. 3 and 4.

R1 = f(CL, {WCL
}) + CL (3)
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6 M. Asad et al.

R2 = f(CH , {WCH
}) + CH (4)

where f is the identity function learned by residual block and WCL
and WCH

are
the respective weights of each residual block. The output from fully connected
layers of residual layer blocks is then fused together to form a combined spatial
feature vector Xs for two sequential input frames. This combined feature vector
Xs is then fed to the LSTM unit to learn temporal dependencies.

3.2 Temporal Feature Learning Based on LSTMs

To learn long term temporal dependencies in the input sequences, LSTMs pro-
vide very promising results, specially, in the field of natural language processing
(NLP), machine translation, image captioning, and other problems involving
sequence learning. As videos consist of sequences of image frames, so to success-
fully classify the videos into violent or non-violent categories, it is important to
capture the temporal information by incorporating LSTM units. Unlike simple
RNN, LSTM has memory cells and gated inputs through which it selects which
input to pass through and which one to forget. This addition of memory cells
and gates provided LSTM the ability to overcome the exploding and vanishing
gradients problem [20] and made it well suited for the applications of sequence
learning. The following Eqs. (5) to (10) shows the working of an LSTM cell unit.

ft = σg(Wf .[ht−1, xt] + bf ) (5)

it = σg(Wi.[ht−1, xt] + bi) (6)
∼
C = tanh(Wc.[ht−1, xt] + bc) (7)

Ct = (ft × Ct−1 + it × ∼
C) (8)

ot = σg(Wo.[ht−1, xt] + bo) (9)

ht = ot × tanh(Ct) (10)

Where the Eqs. (5), (6) and (9) represent the forgot, input and output gate
operations receptively. These gates operations use sigmoid function σg to gener-
ate their output between 0 and 1. Where the value 0 means the gate is blocking
the information and 1 means all information is passing through the gate. Where
the parameters W and b are the weights and bias of the respective gates. ht−1

is the previous output at timestamp t − 1 and xt is the current input at time t.
Whereas the Eqs. (7), (8) and (10) describes the cell states and hidden state of
LSTM where Ct is memory state of cell and

∼
C cell state candidate at time t.

To learn the temporal dependencies between the sequence of video frames,
the combined spatial feature vector Xs is then passed to LSTM units to learn
global motion changes. The LSTM layer makes a final prediction by averaging
label probabilities Y ′

t ∈ θ, for each pair of input frame sequence using a softmax
classifier, where θ is a finite set of outcomes. The prediction distribution P (Yt)
is defined as the following Eq. (11).
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Feature Fusion Based Deep Spatiotemporal Model 7

P (Y ′
t = j|Xs) = softmax(Y ′

t ) =
eY ′

t ,θ

k∑

j=0

eY ′jt ,θ

(11)

Here Y ′
t = Wtht+bh is the linear prediction layer, W (weight) and b (bias) are

trainable parameters and t is current timestamp. The output of LSTM through
a softmax layer classifies each frame into violent or non-violent categories. As the
model is classifying each frame of the videos as a violent or non-violent frame, so
to classify the whole videos, the prediction form each frame is accumulated and
used as a threshold to classify at the video level. Figure 1 shows the proposed
network model architecture.

3.3 Implementation Details

For the network training, the dataset is first divided into two categories of violent
and non-violent videos, and equally spaced frames from each video are extracted
and resized to 224 × 224 pixels. The number of frames in each training video is
fixed to 30 frames. If a given video is longer than 30 frames then the interme-
diate frames are skipped at regular intervals to avoid redundant computation.
All the training frames are normalized in the binary range [0, 1]. For spatial fea-
ture extraction pre-trained weights are used for VGG16 and only the additional
residual layer blocks and the LSTM layers are trained on input data whereas
the pre-trained model is not trained during the training phase. The residual
layer block contains the stack of three convolution layers with a filter size of
(1 × 1), (3 × 3) and (1 × 1) where each layer has total of 128, 64 and 128 filters
respectively as shown in Fig. 1. The recurrent neural networks take more time
to converge because of the sequential inputs and accumulation of gradients [30].
This causes the loss to propagate between the intermediate states, and because
of this, the gradient starts to fluctuate and can result in exploding gradient
problem, so gradient clipping method [30] is used to solve this problem. Also,
dropout and regularization [39] is used between the LSTM cells. The batch size
of 5 videos is selected and the shape of the batch data is (b, f, w, h, d) where b is
batch size, f is number of frames in a video and w, h and d is the width, height,
and depth of input respectively. The initial learning rate of 10−5 is used, and
the network is trained for 50 epochs. The network is trained using ADAM opti-
mizer to minimize the cross-entropy loss. The LSTM layer has a total number of
1024 units, and it outputs, through a softmax, one of the two classes of videos,
i.e., violence or non-violence. As the network is trained using sequential pair of
input frames of a video so the final prediction is made at the frame-level and the
prediction at video level is calculated by accumulating frame-level predictions
using a threshold value which gives maximum accuracy.

4 Experimental Results

In order to check the effectiveness of the proposed network to classify the fight
and non-fight videos in different situations, it has been tested on three different
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8 M. Asad et al.

popular datasets: Hockey Fights, Crowd Violence and BEHAVE. The network is
implemented in Python programming language with the tensorflow framework.
The training and testing of the proposed model are done using Nvidia GTX Titan
X graphics processing unit. The results of the proposed method are compared
with several state-of-the-art violence detection techniques which are based on
both hand-crafted features and deep neural network (DNN) based methods.
Table 1 shows the testing accuracies of proposed methods and comparison with
the existing methods.

Fig. 2. Different samples of violent and non-violent scenes from three datasets. Hockey
Fight (1st row), Crowd violence (2nd row) and BEHAVE (3rd row). (a) shows sample
frames which do not contain any violent activities whereas (b) corresponds to actions
that contain violent actions.

4.1 Datasets

Three popular benchmark datasets are used for testing the effectiveness of pro-
posed model. The first is Hockey Fight dataset [29] which contains violent activ-
ities from ice hockey matches of similar context. This dataset contains a total
of 1000 videos with an equal number of fight and non-fight videos. The dura-
tion of each video is 50 frames. The second dataset “Violent-Flows” introduced
in [18] is based on real-world crowd violent activities, e.g. fights in protests or
in football matches. This dataset consists of a total of 246 videos each with a
duration of 1 to 6 s. The third dataset BEHAVE [1] contains ten different activ-
ities performed by a group of people with a static background and no camera
movements, similar to fixed CCTV surveillance footages. The activities include
meeting in a group, running, fighting, chasing, following, and some other group
activities. Each of the four clips has a frame size of 640 × 480 and have differ-
ent length and contains multiple activities in a single video. However, for the
purpose of violence detection, only the video portions which contain fight scenes
are taken and labeled as “fights” whereas the rest of the clips are labeled as
“non-fights”. For the experiments, 20 clips involving fights and 50 clips without
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Feature Fusion Based Deep Spatiotemporal Model 9

Table 1. The accuracy evaluation of the proposed model and a comparison with the
existing methods.

Method Datasets

Hockey Fight Crowd Violence BEHAVE

ViF [18] 82.9 ± 0.14% 81.3 ± 0.21% 83.62 ± 0.19%

OViF [13] 87.5 ± 1.7% 88 ± 2.45% -

MoSIFT+BoW [29] 88.8 ± 0.75% 83.42 ± 8.0% 81.65 ± 0.23 %

MoSIFT+HIK [29] 90.9% - -

Mohammadi et al. [26] - 85.43 ± 0.21% -

HOG+BoW [29] 88.77 ± 0.73% 57.43 ± 0.37 58.97 ± 0.34

MoSIFT+KDE+SC [38] 94.3 ± 1.68% 89.05 ± 3.26% 87.07 ± 0.13%

Gracia et al. [16] 82.4 ± 0.4% - -

Deniz et al. [10] 90.1 ± 0% - -

MoI-WLD [40] 96.8 ± 1.04% 93.19 ± 0.12% 88.83 ± 0.11%

LaSIFT+BoW [31] 94.42 ± 2.82% 93.12 ± 8.77% -

AMDN [37] 89.7 ± 1.13% 84.72 ± 0.17% 84.22 ± 0.17%

Three streams+LSTM [12] 93.9% - -

ConvLSTM [34] 97.1 ± 0.55% 94.57 ± 2.34% -

BiConvLSTM [17]
(Spatiotemporal model)

97.9 ± 0.55% 96.32 ± 1.52% -

Proposed Method 98.8 ± 0.5% 97.3 ± 1.7% 94.8 ± 2.3%

fighting scenes are used from each of the four clips, each with a duration of 2 to
5 s. Figure 2 shows some sample frames from three datasets used.

4.2 Results and Discussion

The 5-fold cross validation method is used to evaluate accuracy of the pro-
posed algorithm where the dataset is divided into five equal size partitions, and
four folds are used for training, and one is used for testing. For each test fold,
maximum accuracies of each epoch are collected and overall model accuracy is
obtained by calculating mean and standard deviation. The cross validation is
used to tune the network hyper-parameters. The network model parameters are
selected based on maximum accuracy on the validation dataset. Figure 3 shows
the graph of testing performance accuracies on three different datasets. For each
dataset, the network is run for a total of 50 epochs. In Fig. 3(a) the maximum
performance accuracy of the proposed model on Hockey Fight dataset is 98.8%,
which occurs first on the 18th epoch. In Fig. 3(b)the test accuracy on Crowd
Violence dataset is 97.3% which is occurred first at 25th epoch whereas for
the BEHAVE dataset, for which only fighting category is used in this proposed
methods, gives the test accuracy of 94.8% as shown in Fig. 3(c). The proposed
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10 M. Asad et al.

method provides significant improvement in performance accuracies when com-
pared to existing state-of-the-art methods. Table 1 lists the experimental results
and shows extensive comparison with the existing techniques for the detection of
violence and demonstrates the superiority of the proposed compared to existing
state-of-the-art methods.

The use of feature fusion method and additional residual layer block have
significantly improved the performance accuracy of the network architecture.
The additional residual layers learn the features of both input frames, which
contain combined high-level and combined low-level feature maps of two frames.
The recurrent networks with the help of LSTMs then learn the temporal depen-
dencies from combined feature map from two sequential frames whereas the pre-
trained VGG16 model helps to extract spatial features and significantly reduce
the training times effectively.

Fig. 3. Test accuracy graphs for three datasets. For (a) Hockey Fight (b) Crowd vio-
lence (c) BEHAVE.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel method for detecting the violent activities in videos
by using multi-level spatial feature fusion instead of the optical flow for motion
information. The spatial features fusion combined the multi-frame features to
provide local and global motion changes pattern between the frames. Additional
residual layer blocks, apart from the pre-trained network, that are used to learn
these combined spatial features have significantly improved the performance.
The LSTM layer block learned the temporal dependencies in the input frame
sequence from fused spatial features of two input frames. The proposed method
is tested on three standard datasets hockey fight, crowd violence and BEHAVE
where the experimental results show significant improvement in performance
compared to state-of-the-art violence detection methods
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